Governance Committee Meeting – 02.02.2021
Attendance: SWC (President), MP (VP), EM (Stool), JC (JRO), MR (JRO)
Apologies: AJ (JRO)
Location: Zoom

Running the Upcoming Election
JC will be acting SRO
EM will be acting Chair

Posting
EM

Do we need to be added to the Cuth’s JCR Elections account?

MP

We can try to but worst case scenario I can post from the account for you.

Announcing Results
SWC For announcing the results, I’ll sort exact details with college management.
Announcing from the balcony may well be possible, but it will likely just be me and the
House 8 Fresh.

Deadlines
SWC We should ensure deadlines are well advertised. I have a busy week as they are
choosing EA’s replacement
MP

I can upload a graphic tonight if sent the deadlines

JC
I will send deadlines after we are done with this meeting. We need to decide deadlines
for husts if they will be recorded. AW suggested the day before as a deadline.
SWC Candidates need to have enough time to rerecord if we have any beef with them.
Perhaps longer than a day. Friday at 7.30pm?
*approved*
SWC Proposers and seconders must also be sent in on 7.30pm Friday.
JC

We’ll still do method 2 husts in the meeting
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Social Media Thought Policing
MP

How are we going to check social media posts for violations of rules?

EM

Can turn on notifications for candidates?

JC

We could split it up?

SWC We could just watch posts that get reported.
*SWC’s idea approved*

MS Teams Logistics & Prizes
EM
People can’t automatically join the teams, so someone will need to be in charge of
approving them – if I’m chairing the meeting JC/MR/AJ can be in charge of that. More
importantly the raffle. BT & AW agreed a budget of £60 per meeting. I am in favour of
several small vouchers.
MP
I think we should do the Greggs voucher for emailing the SRO with your voting
receipt
EM
5 prizes of about £10 of Greggs vouchers? Do we have any prizes from the
president’s flat?
SWC A lot of crap
EM

We’ve got some grim cider we could give away

SWC Not allowed! I’ve got old handbooks, freshers t-shirts and naked calendars?
EM

We could ask TB if there are any calendars from this year left over.

SWC Old naked calendars are a touch creepy.
MP
We should do a limited edition “The JC Years” Naked Calendar with highlights of
JC’s naked calendar career throughout the decades
EM

I’ll sort the raffle

JC

How do I read the results of polls in MS teams?

SWC Probably something you can work out. Worst case scenario call the butler pres, who
taught AW and BT.

Next Meeting: 10.30am Saturday 6th February
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